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IN MONTRÉAL, TALENT HAS MANY NAMES:
Nicole Brossard: Officer of the Order of Canada _ Monique Giroux: Member
of the Order of Canada _ Marie Chouinard, Lise Bissonnette, Werner Nold,
Suzanne Lebeau, François-Marc Gagnon, William (Bill) Vazan: Prix du Québec
2010 _ Charles Lapointe: Lifetime Achievement Award from the National
Awards for Tourism Excellence _ Yannick Nézet-Séguin: Person of the Year
— Arts, Literature and Performance La Presse and Radio-Canada _ Cœur de
pirate: Victoire de la musique — Original Song of the Year _ Yvon Deschamps:
Grand Montréalais (Great MontrEaler) _ Perrine Leblanc for L’Homme blanc:
Grand Prix du livre de Montréal _ Karina Guévin: Prix François-Houdé _ Alana
Riley: Prix Pierre-Ayot _ Valérie Blass: Prix Louis-Comtois _ TAMALOU: Prix PaulBuissonneau _ Théâtre de L’Aubergine: Prix réseau Accès culture _ Hervé
Bouchard and Janice Nadeau for Harvey, Comment je suis devenu invisible:
Prix du livre jeunesse des bibliothèques de Montréal _ Gérard Le Chêne: Abe
Limonchik Intercultural Award — individual _ Elektra (ACREQ) and MUTEK
(digital arts) ex æquo: 25th Grand Prix du Conseil des arts de Montréal _
Théâtre Aux Écuries: Prix de la relève — Caisse de la Culture _ Rômmel Ribeiro:
Prix de la diversité _ Raymonde April: Les Elles de l’art — Pratt & Whitney
Canada Prizes _ Annie Roy and Pierre Allard of ATSA: Nature de l’art — Pratt &
Whitney Canada Prizes _ Société de musique contemporaine du Québec for La

porte du ciel: Prix Opus du Concert de l’année — Montréal _ Ensemble Caprice
for its concert Vivaldi et les gitans: Le choix du public du CAM en tournée _
50 %

Mouna Andraos and Melissa Mongiat: Phyllis Lambert Design Montréal Grant _
Serge Côté: CODE Grand Prize Montréal _ FEED: CODE Grand Prize Kobé _ Espace
XXX-XXX-000

Montréal at Shanghai and Conservatoire de musique et d’art dramatique

de Montréal: Prix Intérieurs Ferdie _ Daoust Lestage Architecture, design
urbain for Vitrines habitées, Place des Festivals; Saia Barbarese Topouzanov
Architectes for the Conservatoire de musique et d’art dramatique de
Montréal AND the Théâtre Denise Pelletier; Les Architectes FABG for the
Théâtre de Quat’sous: Prix d’excellence de l’Ordre des architectes du Québec
_ Hal Ingberg for Katsu at Théâtre de Quat’sous: Prix Norman-Slater for the
integration of art in architecture _ VILLE DE MONTRÉAL FOR The Salamander
Playground at Mount Royal: Regional Award of Excellence from the
Canadian Society of Landscape Architects _ VILLE DE Montréal for Le mont

Royal dans l’œuvre de Frederick Law Olmsted: National Award of Honour in
Communications from the Canadian Society of Landscape Architects _ Pointeà-Callière Museum: Grands Prix du Tourisme québécois 2010 _ Provencher Roy
et associés for the Montréal Museum of Fine Arts; Cardinal Hardy | Labonté
Marcil | Eric Pelletier Architectes for the Saint-Laurent Library: Canadian
Architect Award of Merit _ Petits Bonheurs: Prix Citoyenneté des Arts et
la Ville _ Wendy Graham and Daniel Chartier: Frederick Todd Award _ Ville
de Montréal for Mille Vies : un roman feuilleton web: Boomerang Award _
Elohim Sanchez for Le monde intérieur (1st Prize); Correa Felipe and Émilie
Allard for Au cœur des livres (2nd Prize); Émilie Rosas for Le Tri — Un monde

d’aventures à partager (3rd Prize): Biblioclip _ LYnda Lemay, Paul Tex Lecor,
Joseph Nakhlé, Guy Soucie: Chevalier — Ordre de la Pléiade _ Jean-Pierre
Ferland: Officier — Ordre de la Pléiade _ Osheaga Festival: Outstanding
Award — A Greener Festival UK _ André Forcier, Rita Letendre, Gabor Szilasi,
Claude Tousignant: Governor General’s Award in Visual and Media Arts
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It has been three years since we developed a common vision, a common goal: to
see Montréal become a 21st Century cultural metropolis, through a concerted and
comprehensive ten-year plan.
The implementation of Action Plan 2007-2017—Montréal, Cultural Metropolis depends
firstly on the commitment of the five major partners who assembled at Rendez-vous
November 2007. It is furthermore driven by the energy and creativity of Montréal’s
artistic and cultural community, and supported by the leaders of all sectors as well as the
citizens of Québec’s metropolitan area.
The steering committee of Montréal, métropole culturelle continues determinedly to
gather the acumen, will and knowledge to accelerate the achievement of this action
plan which, as it progresses, takes on a fuller richness. This ambitious blueprint is guided by
five main orientations:
_ Improve access to culture.
_ Invest in arts and culture.
_ Enrich quality of life.
_ Raise the profile of Montréal across Canada and abroad.
_ Provide Montréal with the means to remain a cultural metropolis.
In 2012, we will mark the half-way point of our road map to success. At that time, we will
reflect upon where we have gone and where we have yet to go.
Take a few moments to review At a Glance 2010. It portrays the significant achievements
and advances made by individuals, groups and institutions over the past cultural year in
Montréal.
On page after page, you will see the vitality and strength of imagination at work in our
metropolis, the abundance of projects and events and, most of all, the creativity inherent
in Montréal’s DNA ... the very element for which we are known around the world.
In preparation for 2017, the year of Montréal’s 375th birthday, the 150th anniversary of
Canadian Confederation, and the 50th anniversary of Expo 67, we are working to ensure
that the celebrations will reflect the fascinating cultural life of Montréal.
Enjoy!

Montréal Is ... Creative.
Up in lights, at the circus and in the digital arts ...
in its history and gastronomy.
Montréal shows its creativity in many different ways.

Montréal complètement cirque

The City Thrives Under the Big Top
Artists from far and wide invaded various city neighbourhoods to share their passion with Montrealers. Coming
from Germany, Australia, Belgium, Spain and Wales, they
wanted to render Montréal complètement cirque… and
they succeeded! More than 50,000 festival-goers discovered (and re-discovered) the circus arts this summer on
street corners, in parks and even on little side streets all
across the island. The first MONTRÉAL COMPLÈTEMENT
CIRQUE Festival touched, and earned a place in, our
hearts. It garnered thundering applause and...an encore!
Back in 2011!

Pointe-à-Callière

A Fresh Look at Montréal’s History
From the birth of an island to the modern city finding
its place in the world, Montréal’s full history is told in the
new multimedia show Yours Truly, Montréal at Pointeà-Callière, the museum of history and archaeology. Yours
Truly, Montréal blends the elements of image, light and
sound with actual ruins and architectural remains of our
rich past. The result is a virtual time-machine experience thanks to magnificently evocative images accompanied by an interesting and creative soundtrack. It’s the
cooperative effort of new media studio Moment Factory,
the exhibition design and production specialist gsmprjct°
and the ad and marketing agency Sid Lee. A novel way to
rediscover Montréal!
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The Museum of Possibilities

New Public Space: New Possibilities
On Montréal Museums’ Day in May, Le Parterre found
its new vocation. The Museum of Possibilities was created by Mouna Andraos and Mélissa Mongiat for the
Quartier des spectacles Partnership, an invitation to
the public to take possession of the new suare on SaintUrbain Street, east of Place des Arts. As people walked
through a “forest” composed of hundreds of multicoloured balloons, they were invited to choose one and
write on it what they’d like to see or do on the new site.
Then they could just stroll about and explore what other
dreams had been imagined and expressed in this common Museum of Possibilities.

Élixir

1 Pixel + 1 Drop of Water = Magic
It was a spectacular urban experience. Élixir, a multimedia animation, came to life in Canada’s largest fountain. Watching
from all parts of Place des Festivals, people were moved by a fantastical ballet performed by water, light and sound. This
unusual union of a pixel and a drop of water was conceived by design studio Moment Factory, the creator of multimedia
environments combining video, lighting, architecture, sound and special effects. Élixir brought us many lovely and
refreshing summer evenings!
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Sphères polaires

A New Kind of Winter Games
Montréal: it’s minus 15 degrees and snowing … On Place
des Festivals and the esplanade of Place des Arts, you
would be forgiven for thinking you were on the moon…
Twenty-five enormous spheres equipped with motion detectors, dubbed Sphères polaires, reacted to the passage
of pedestrians by providing stunning visuals and a stimulating soundscape. This urban wonderland in the heart
of winter was designed by Bernard Duguay and Pierre
Gagnon of Lucion Média for the Light Therapy project.
The installation explored three themes: winter games,
winter light and winter in the city.

Cultural Mediation

Digital Art on the Street
A pilot project initiated by the Montréal Accès culture network, Cartographies variables (“customizing maps”) puts
into service digital artworks created in cultural mediation
sessions. The project brings together students from SaintLuc, Notre-Dame and Saint-Laurent secondary schools,
the artists of the cooperative Audiotopie and Agence
Topo. Some of them created Bêta-cité, a program of
audio-guided tours of city neighbourhoods with an outof-the-ordinary feel while others produced the Tableau
des départs with artist Daniel Canty.
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Continuum 2009

2010

Sculpture Into Cinema

Anniversary Celebrations

Time passes, the river flows on, the walker strides forward,
the story is told, the film unspools… And artist Roland
Poulin creates a sculpture in memory of filmmaker, poet
and playwright Pierre Perrault (1927-1999). This public offering—a continuation of Perrault’s seminal work,
Les voitures d’eau—now stands in Parc de la Promenade
Bellerive. A tribute to the work of the author of Un Pays
sans bon sens, Continuum 2009 rightfully celebrates the
timelessness of this masterpiece of words and images in
movement.

_ Montréal Museum of Fine Arts—150 years
_ Le Devoir—100 years
_ Lion d’Or—80 years
_ National Theatre School of Canada—50 years
_ Black Theatre Workshop—40 years
_ Heritage Montréal—35 years
_ Opéra de Montréal—30 years
_ Centre des arts contemporains du Québec à Montréal—30 years
_ Grand prix du Conseil des arts de Montréal—25 years
_ Grands prix du tourisme québécois—25 years
_ Compagnie de danse Marie Chouinard—20 years
_ Montréal Insectarium—20 years
_ Musique Multi-Montréal Festival—MMM – 20 years

Society for Arts and Technology

_ St-Ambroise Montréal Fringe Festival—20 years

Creativity Is Good for You

_ Montréal First Peoples Festival—20 years
_ Agora de la danse—20 years

A healthy development! The Sainte-Justine University
Hospital Centre and SAT have signed a partnership agreement for technological arts research and development
projects related to the health field. Health care-giving,
teaching and research are at the heart of this unique partnership. It will also reach into the areas of family entertainment, knowledge-sharing and the promotion of health
and quality of life for Québec mothers and children.

_ Montréal Architectural Heritage Campaign—20 years
_ Montréal Chamber Music Festival—15 years
_ Cirque du Monde—15 years
_ Vue sur la relève—15 years
_ Montréal Science Centre—10 years
_ Grand envol des mots partagés—10 years
_ Festival du Monde Arabe—10 years
_ Suoni Per Il Popolo Festival—10 years
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Botanical Garden

Digital Art Comes to the
First Nations Garden
The First Nations Garden of the Montréal Botanical Garden welcomed the summer solstice of 2010 with the temporary work Soliloquy by Huron-Wendat artist France
Gros-Louis Morin. This contemporary piece features
the liberal use of technology to achieve its creative ends.
Soliloquy is a digital montage expressing humans’ alienation from Nature. Acting as a sounding board of First
Nations culture in the new millennium, the Montréal
Botanical Garden’s Temporary Mural competition allows
Native artists of all disciplines to convey their values and
concerns through works whose timeliness is not measured in duration but in their power to evoke thought.

Ahuntsic-Cartierville

Homage to Our Lebanese Immigrants
Installed in the south end of Parc Marcelin-Wilson along
Boulevard de l’Acadie, Daleth by Gilles Mihalcean commemorates the arrival, 125 years ago, of the first Lebanese
immigrants. Its open pyramid structure suggests a tripartite journey: intellectual, material and spiritual. The
22 alphabetic characters first created by the Phoenicians
(forebears of today’s Lebanese people) symbolize the
path taken toward modern knowledge, communication
and trade, while the oars evoke the sea-going past. This
work summons reflection on the daring and sense of freedom handed down by the ancient Phoenicians. The work
received financial support from the Québec Government,
the Ville de Montréal, and the World Lebanon Cultural
Union.
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The Urban Landscape

Walls of Colours
New murals have sprung up in Montréal, adding new colours to our urban palette. Here are a few…

_ 15 Years of Cirque du Monde
This remarkable and stirring work by artist Gene Pendon
marks the 15th anniversary of Cirque du Monde, Cirque
du Soleil’s citizen action program. It’s also the first interior mural created by the organization MU. Mounted at
Cirque du Soleil’s headquarters, it takes its inspiration
from Cirque du Monde’s mission of introducing young
people at social risk to circus arts, in order to encourage
self-esteem, confidence and community spirit.

_ Manifeste à Paul-Émile Borduas
To observe the 50th anniversary of the death of Paul-Émile
Borduas, MU created a mural in the Latin Quarter’s Place
Paul-Émile-Borduas, near the Grande Bibliothèque. This
work by Thomas Csano evokes the Refus global (Total Rejection) manifesto, the paintings of Paul-Émile Borduas
and the modernist Automatiste movement. The project’s
completion reflects the desire to revitalize and make use
of the site.

_ Homage to Paul Buissonneau
Here is a reflection of the cultural wealth of Montréal’s
inner city. The mural by the artist Laurent Gascon paying tribute to actor, director and theatre maverick Paul
Buissonneau is a ceramic mosaic some 21 square metres
in size. It portrays dear “Picolo” (a character inspired by
commedia dell’arte and invented by Buissonneau) in
1952, at the time when he created the travelling Theatre La
Roulotte with Claude Robillard. Situated at the corner of
Ontario and Beaudry, on the wall of Inter-Loge, this symbol speaks of the respect for our creative minds, and the
desire to uphold their memory and history. The project
was an initiative of the Société pour Promouvoir les Arts
Gigantesques (SPAG) supported by organizations such as
Inter-Loge, the Société d’investissement Sainte-Marie
and Voix culturelles des Faubourgs.
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Quartier des spectacles

The Luminous Pathway
Grows Brighter!
Sixteen venues now line the celebrated Luminous Pathway of Quartier des spectacles which welcomed six new
members in 2010: Café Chaos, Centre Pierre-Péladeau,
the NFB’s CinéRobothèque, the Gesù, the Katacombes
and Théâtre Telus. The red carpet of lights for pedestrians will ultimately, in its fun and dynamic way, point
out all cultural destinations in the sector, an original
ambiance-builder in this reinvented neighbourhood.
Conceived by Axel Morgenthaler with artistic direction
from Ruedi Baur and Jean Beaudoin of the firm Intégral,
it constitutes a cultural trademark and distinctive signature for Quartier des spectacles, and sets the standard for
urban branding.

Festival du Jamais Lu

It IS Possible to Like Hockey AND Reading!
Who says hockey and reading don’t mix? Closing night of the 9th Festival du Jamais Lu (the “Never Read” Festival) proved
the opposite. How do you get devotees of our national sport and those of theatre together in the same place at the same
time, and in the middle of the hockey playoffs? No problem: just show the Habs game live and get some reading done
during intermission, and everybody’s happy! With this kind of innovative thinking, the Festival du Jamais Lu has built a
secure place within Montréal’s cultural landscape.
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The All-Nighter

Shining the Light on one of Montréal’s
Highest Church Steeples
In an exercise called …Un point, c’est tout!, the facade of
the former Saint-Jacques Church was illuminated by a brilliant light show, at once emphasizing its impressive vertical
reach and making it the silver screen for graphic-art animation. Presented by the Quartier des spectacles Partnership for the Montréal Highlights Festival’s 7th All-Nighter,
the brainchild of Lyon designer Jean-Yves Soëtinck of the
agency L’Acte lumière and Julien Pavillard of the agency
Congo Bleu shone light on Montréal’s oft-forgotten religious heritage. They chose to turn their projectors on this
neo-gothic steeple which is now an architectural feature of
UQAM’s Judith-Jasmin Pavilion.

Mille vies

A Book. A Web Site. A Way to
Communicate. And a Great
Adventure. All at Once!
The first free serial e-novel is an innovation created by
Montréal’s public library system in collaboration with
Bibliothèque et Archives nationales du Québec (BAnQ).
Mille vies is an “enhanced book” which encourages the
user to go beyond simple reading, and use other library
and online resources. In this way, each reader strikes out
on his or her own unique path. While the novel by Denis
Vézina may be fiction, the historical background is real
and the Internet search possibilities are numerous and
fascinating. Intended for adolescents and adults who
wish to preserve the adolescent heart beating within
them, the serial Mille vies combines Web technology with
reading, history and action. In December 2010, Mille vies
received a Boomerang Award in the Sites — Art and Culture category.
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Montréal Is ... Accessible.
Art for all.
The proof of a truly open city
is in the daily definition of its cultural identity.

Le Vivier

New Music in a Historic Building
The government of Québec has given fresh purpose to
the Saint-Sulpice Library. A bold project led by Le Vivier,
a group comprised of 25 new music organizations, will
transform the library into a research, creation and performance centre. It will include a concert hall and a rehearsal space as well as a new music interpretive centre
and a space devoted to the building’s history and the role
of the Sulpician Society in the development of Montréal.
It will also house a music library and artist residences.

MoUnt Royal Park

The Peel Entrance Regains Its Splendour
An artistic touch added to major cleanup and renovations to the Serpentine trail have given the Peel Entrance
of Mount Royal Park dignity and prestige worthy of the
mountain itself. From the entrance go up the path almost
halfway to the summit where you will find Give Peace a
Chance by artist Linda Covit and landscape artist MarieClaude Séguin of Groupe Cardinal Hardy. The place of
meditation and remembrance evokes the composition of
the song “Give Peace a Chance” by John Lennon and Yoko
Ono during their famous bed-in at the Queen Elizabeth
Hotel in 1969.
Nestled neatly where the urban landscape meets the
wooded area, it is a fine transition from city to mountain, welcoming the visitor in a unifying and coherent
space. This desire to protect the quiet domain of the
hiker while offering multiple sight lines respects the
ideas of Frederick Law Olmsted (1822-1903), the celebrated designer of Mount Royal Park and New York’s
Central Park.
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CENTRE D’EXPOSITION DE L’Université de Montréal

Treasure-Hunting by Podcast
No fewer than 41 public works of art adorn the campus of Université de Montréal, including those by reputed artists such
as Jordi Bonnet, Jacques G. de Tonnancour, Pierre Granche, Gilbert Poissant and Irene F. Whittome. Starting in the
autumn of 2010, the university’s Centre d’exposition has been giving art lovers access to its works of art through the Art
pour tous (Art for All) project, which includes among others theme-based tours and a web portal.
To take part, just visit artpourtous.ca and its offering of podcasts. There is ample information on the art works, the artists
and the buildings to be found along the way, making for can’t-miss field trips. Situated on the slope of Mount Royal, the
University offers a superb view of not only Montréal but also its own architecture, ranging from classic to contemporary.
A unique space for the enjoyment of art; a walk well worth the detour!

Montréal Architectural Heritage Campaign

20 Years of Heritage Protection!
Activities in our museums, libraries and churches, conferences, bus and walking discovery tours, and photo
contests made up the program of free public activities
marking the 20th anniversary of the Montréal Architectural Heritage Campaign. The goal was to sensitize
Montréalers to the importance of protecting our heritage
and to recognize the efforts of owners who respect the
original architectural character of their properties. The
campaign honoured 35 of them with awards. The Maison
coup de cœur contest resulted in the public’s choice of the
house located at 890 chemin du Bord-du-Lac in Dorval.
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Getting Together

Artist, Artwork, Citizen
A collaborative project between Étienne Hansez and Luc Bourdon, the documentary L’artiste, l’œuvre, le citoyen portrays
five cultural mediation projects which brought artists together with citizens from all parts of Montréal. Mediation programs
greatly influence Montréal’s cultural life. Often, with the support of start-up grants, they stimulate a wide number of
activities and new partnerships, build networks and integrate naturally into the existing operations of organizations. A
new way of moving forward and building bridges...

The Amateur Artist

On Cultural Recreation
In December 2010, stakeholders in Montréal’s cultural
recreation community met with partner organizations
in the first Rendez-vous du loisir culturel. Organized by
Ville de Montréal, the event took on the issues related to
a renewal of amateur art activities. It’s an evolving idea,
particularly because of the huge influence of digital arts
today. With the involvement of the Society for Arts and
Technology (SAT), participants were able to deepen
their considerations, notably by taking part in digital arts
workshops.

Centre culturel de Notre-Dame-de-Grâce

Comfort for All
“Walk in and find a generous, sculptured and bright space opening onto the multipurpose room and the grand staircase of
the library.” This is the description of the new Centre culturel de Notre-Dame-de-Grâce, as articulated by Atelier Big City,
Fichten Soiferman et associés, and L’ŒUF, the winning team in the cultural centre’s architectural competition. The jury
was impressed by the consortium’s understanding of the differing clientele’s needs and its openness to the community.
The new Centre is in line with Montréal’s goals as a UNESCO City of Design, as is the nearby Benny Farm project, which
will turn the former post-war housing complex into a 21st Century Garden City.
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Maison de la culture Ahuntsic-Cartierville

Émile Nelligan Meets Turkish Music
December at the maison de la culture Ahuntsic-Cartierville saw the curtain rise on Des mots sur mesure. This original
concept brought together Montréal singer-songwriters from the great musical cultures of the world: Élage Diouf
(Senegal), Carlos Placeres (Cuba), SoCalled (Yiddish hip-hop), Duo Turco (Turkey), Shauit (Innu) and Ananda Prasad
(Sri Lanka). Before a packed house, they gave new meaning to old and familiar words. It was a remarkable evening which
facilitated beautiful meetings of minds on stage and in the audience.
The artists offered their interpretations of twelve of Québec’s most moving literary texts chosen by Monique Giroux. The
poem Soir d’hiver by Émile Nelligan (1879-1941), performed by Duo Turco (Ismaïl Fencioglu and Didem Bachar), was
the audience’s favourite. The song is available online. Watch the video or listen to the mp3 version.

Special Activities

When Your Library Hits the Road…
Montréalers were treated to special activities last spring
by their libraries...away from their libraries! In May,
they heard storytelling at the Montréal Botanical Garden. In June, young people became science reporters at the Montréal Science Centre’s Eurêka Festival.
And in September, during the Journées de la culture,
libraries captivated visitors to City Hall. Librarians took
the opportunity to encourage Montréalers of all ages to
come experience what their city has to offer at its many
institutions.
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Montréal Is ... Memorable.
Montréal: a City with History, a City
with Memories. Yet a City with
its feet planted firmly in the Present.

Maison Saint-Gabriel

The Catherine Crolo Pavilion Opens Its Doors
And who is Catherine Crolo whose name graces this new pavilion? She was the first farmer of the 17th century Congregation
of Notre-Dame, in the days of New France. Last autumn, the Maison Saint-Gabriel rendered homage by placing her name
on its former nuns’ residence. Today the building houses hospitality services as well as exhibition and event spaces to
serve the mission of preserving Montréal’s history. The Maison Saint-Gabriel offers an up-close look at Québec’s cultural,
religious and social heritage, through the life of this ancient congregation and its founder Marguerite Bourgeoys. Maison
Saint-Gabriel won Tourism Montréal’s 2010 Ulysses Trophy in the “Attractions with fewer than 100,000 visitors” category.
Under the Québec government policy integrating the arts with architecture, funding was provided for a public art work
for the site called Mémoire en partage (Shared Memories) by artist Michel Goulet.

Dorchester Square

Absolutely Beautiful!
Last summer, tourists out sightseeing, workers looking
for a break, people just out for a walk or birdies building
a nest could all fulfill their wishes in a brand new Dorchester Square. This downtown oasis has recovered its
lustre, once again becoming a most inviting place to be.
Its new look is at once stately, powerful and serene with
its magnificent monuments restored, green spaces lined
with majestic trees and granite walkways where blacks
and grays complement the vestiges of the former SaintAntoine Cemetery. Dorchester Square bears a wealth of
history, symbolism and archaeology in an already rich
urban and architectural environment. The blueprints of
Groupe Cardinal Hardy, Claude Cormier architectes
paysagistes inc. and Teknica HBA saw the restoration of
the original square’s characteristics. A memorable place,
deserving of rediscovery.
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Mount Royal Park

A Love Song for the Mountain
It’s an interactive tour of Mount Royal called Sacrée montagne (Holy Mountain!), and the creation of photographer Gilbert
Duclos and journalist Hélène de Billy. Using poetry and tenderness, this is a declaration of love on an interactive Web site.
The mountain is seen as a cultural catalyst where diverse identities and affiliations are drawn together. A collaboration
of design studio Departement and the National Film Board of Canada (NFB), the project consists of several Web
documentaries which give voice to those who frequent the mountain.
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Religious Heritage and Tourism

The World Looks with Wonder
at St. Joseph’s Oratory
The heavy international media coverage of the canonization of Brother André revealed his importance to the
history of our metropolis. It also raised tourist awareness
of Montréal’s religious heritage, St. Joseph’s Oratory being one of many places of worship to visit in the city and
province. Working with the regional tourism associations,
Québec’s four Catholic pilgrimage shrines hope to build
upon their image as quality heritage sites and desired
destinations for religious tourists in North America.

Théâtre Denise-Pelletier

The East End Gem Shines Again
After two years of work, Théâtre Denise-Pelletier is ready to show off its new 800-seat facility. Not only does it offer
extraordinary technical possibilities for show designers and directors but, according to project architect Dino Barbarese,
it will greatly improve the audience experience. Numerous upgrades have been made to the former neighbourhood
cinema, the Granada, built in 1928: an inclined floor in the main room, expansion of the stage and new stage equipment,
renovation of Salle Fred-Barry… The historic facade and original decor were restored. They dated back to the 1930’s and
had been designed by Emmanuel Briffa (1875-1955), who had done similar work on the Outremont and Rialto theatres.
And artist Rose-Marie E. Goulet, inspired by Eugène Ionesco’s The Lesson, contributed a piece called La (Les) leçon(s)
plurielle(s), which has been integrated into the architecture of the entrance to Salle Fred-Barry.
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Silo No. 5

Target 2017!
What does the future hold for the Old Port’s emblematic Silo No. 5? Last fall, the Canada Lands Company
(CLC), owner of the Pointe-du-Moulin site, gathered 50
Montréalers from diverse backgrounds to start thinking
about what to do with the area including Grain Elevator
5, its marine towers and conveyers. Dominating the Old
Port shoreline with its height and sheer volume, Silo No. 5
reminds us of the intense activity of the grain industry
which in another age occupied the Pointe-du-Moulin
pier. The CLC expects to inaugurate the redeveloped site
in 2017, in time for Montréal’s 375th birthday.
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Montréal Is ... Talented.
The freedom to express, to be original,
to be daring … Talent comes to life and
grows in a city that is instinctively creative.

Digital Art

The Conseil des arts de Montréal
Honours the Avant-Garde
Mutek and Elektra (ACREQ): two names on the map of
Planet Technology that need no introduction: everybody
knows them. Together they earned the prestigious 25th
Grand Prix of the Conseil des arts de Montréal (CAM) in
2010. As the originators of the two events which bear their
names, Mutek and Elektra, they are largely responsible for
making Montréal the digital arts capital of North America
and, possibly, the world. The events are synonymous with
innovation, emergence and mixed methods. Because their
followers are faithful, and of all ages, their growth curve is
steep.
Given on an annual basis to leaders of our cultural
metropolis, the Grand Prix acknowledges the talent
and creativity of people and organizations who make
Montréal the city of creation it is.

Winners of the Grand Prix du Conseil des arts de Montréal since 1985
Elektra and Mutek Festivals (ex aequo)_Orchestre symphonique de Montréal_Tangente_Compagnie Marie Chouinard_
Théâtre Bouches Décousues_Espace Go_La La La Human Steps_Ensemble contemporain de Montréal_Cinéma
Parallèle_International Festival of Films on Art_Fondation Jean-Pierre Perreault_I Musici de Montréal_Les Grands Ballets
Canadiens de Montréal_Montréal Museum of Fine Arts_Festival international de nouvelle danse_Carbone 14_Musée
d’art contemporain de Montréal_O Vertigo Danse_Société de musique contemporaine du Québec_Vie des Arts magazine_
Canadian Centre for Architecture_le Printemps Shakespeare (Théâtre du Nouveau Monde, Théâtre expérimental des
femmes and Omnibus)_Cirque du Soleil_pianist Louis Lortie_Théâtre Sans Fil.

Danse-Danse and the Segal Centre

Partners for Excellence
As 2010 was drawing to a close, Danse-Danse and the
Segal Centre for Performing Arts announced a threeyear partnership to promote the development of modern
dance in Québec. Together they’re offering ten choreographer residencies at the Segal, whose studio and lab are
thus at the service of local and international artists for the
creation and polishing of their works. Dominique Porte,
Edgar Zendejas and Chanti Wadge will be among the first
choreographers in residence.
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National Theatre School of Canada

“Revealing Talent for 50 Years!”
They are to be found everywhere in the world, in the
theatre and on film, on television and at the opera, on
stage and in the wings, and they never forget that they
got their start in Montréal. For 50 years, the National
Theatre School of Canada (NTS) has trained, in French
and English, close to 1,900 theatre and scenic arts professionals—actors, playwrights, directors, designers and
producers. With all these disciplines under one roof, the
NTS, a Montréal institution since 1960, has given theatre
artists the opportunity to learn the inherent interdependence of stagecraft in a unique setting, from practitioners
who are still active in the cultural sphere.

Society for Arts and Technology

The First Living Lab in North America!
Open Living Labs gained its first North American member last spring: the Society for Arts and Technology (SAT). This
European organization encompasses more than 220 research and innovation centres with a mantra of open innovation
and user-centric design. For Montréal, this means delving into a great network of widely varied types of research (health,
digital media, social services, industrial development, energy, smart cities, etc.).
As for SAT, a veritable incubator for talent and ideas, it brings research, design and digital communication into a single
environment. It serves as the place where technological trends applied to art and design develop, and stands as an
important evaluator of their social and economic impact. Above all, SAT brings together communities of designers,
researchers, entrepreneurs and laypeople interested in society’s digital future.
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Architecture

Grand Praise for the
Grande Bibliothèque
The Grande Bibliothèque, which celebrated its 5th anniversary in 2010, continues to receive honours. Recognizing
outstanding achievement in recently built projects by
Canadian architects, the Royal Architectural Institute of
Canada (RAIC) and the Canadian Council for the Arts
awarded a 2010 Governor General’s Medal in architecture
to the Grande Bibliothèque du Québec. This realization
by Patkau / Croft Pelletier / Menkès Shooner Dagenais
architectes associés attracted the jury’s attention for its
integration of urban life into the building, with its paths
to the metro and surrounding neighbourhood. There can
be no doubt that this level of accessibility has contributed
to the institution’s extremely high rate of traffic, the highest in North America.
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Place des Festivals

The Front Rows are Labelled F and T!
Montréalers took to them as if they’d always been there in Place des Festivals. These “window seats” created by architects
Daoust Lestage are a triumph of architectural integration and their bold design has been recognized by the Ordre des
architectes du Québec through its Prix d’excellence. Putting two restaurants with celebrated chefs—the Brasserie T! and
the F Bar—with direct sightlines onto Place des Festivals means that you can enjoy a wonderful meal without missing a
moment of the show.

Shuko on the Street

The New Bus Shelters Are Here!
The bus shelter design competition resulted in the
installation of three prototypes created by the design
consortium Leblanc + Turcotte + Spooner at a number
of bus stops in Montréal. Manufactured by Provincial
Sign Systems, these modular shelters are configurable to
suit the traffic level at each stop, ensuring users’ comfort
and safety. One column is dedicated to communications
with dynamic display and backlit advertising signage.
A solar power system is planned to light shelters not
connected to the electrical grid. This is how a simple bus
shelter can be beautiful yet practical. Waiting for a bus
was never so enjoyable!
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Montréal Is ... Organized.
Alliances, partnerships, networks, common projects…
All these roads lead
to the living culture of the 21st Century.

Montréal City of Glass

An Innovative and Unifying Event
A first for Montréal’s already rich cultural environment,
Montréal City of Glass came into being at the initiative
of Montréal Science Centre director Benoit Légaré. Over
the course of one year, and with coordination from the
Board of Montréal Museum Directors, glass became a
common denominator for forty museums, organizations
and businesses and the subject of various activities: exhibitions, demonstrations, films, conferences and guided
events. Amongst these was the convention of the Glass
Art Association of Canada, organized by Espace VERRE,
and which attracted some 200 professional glassmakers.
Master glass artist Laura Donefer also joined with fashion designer Philippe Dubuc to oversee a unique show
combining glass art with haute couture.

artsScène

How the Business and Cultural Communities Find Common Ground
More than 500 professionals have pulled together to support the growth of arts through volunteerism. It’s called
artsScène, a gathering whose goal is to develop the next generation of business leaders who take the arts to heart. They’ll
do it through a calendar of activities which will put professionals in direct contact with art and artists of all disciplines.
For example, there’ll be tours of contemporary art galleries, opportunities to watch Théâtre La Licorne in action from
the wings, discussions with the team at Danse-Danse, poetry readings… artsScène has no shortage of imaginative ideas
aimed at raising the interest, support and commitment of its members.
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Collectif des Festivals Montréalais

Together, Even Better!
Renowned for the lively excellence of its festivals, Montréal
is a cultural and tourism dream-come-true. Nonetheless, it faces constant and growing competition from the
world’s other great cities. Formed last May, the Collectif
des Festivals Montréalais is a project targeting more than
just tourists. It aims to attract the decision-makers, producers and agents who circle the globe in search of the
newest attractions and stars of tomorrow. Made up of 11
summer festivals and events, the Collective has laid out a
promotional plan for the 2011 and 2012 seasons.

The Collectif Members
At once diverse and complementary, these events draw
close to six million spectators, and contribute to the
creation of over 2,500 jobs:
_ Divers/Cité
_ Fantasia International Film Festival
_ Festival international Nuits d’Afrique
_ Festival Mode et design de Montréal
_ First Peoples Festival
_ International des feux Loto-Québec (Fireworks Festival)
_ Just for Laughs Festival
_ MEG Montréal Festival
_ Montréal Complètement Cirque
_ Osheaga Music & Arts Festival
_ Zoofest

Alliance pour le soutien à la musique émergente

Determined to Be Heard!
The Alliance pour le soutien à la musique émergente (ASME) is an organization made up of fifteen music organizations
and artists. Its goal is to develop the “emerging music” scene by raising its profile and communicating the goals and
challenges faced by those in the field. It’s an initiative of the Société professionnelle des auteurs et des compositeurs du
Québec (SPACQ).
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Res Artis

Independent Art and Self-Management: The Major Issues
Led by the efforts of the Regroupement des Centres d’Artistes Autogérés du Québec (RCAAQ) and supported by a
plethora of public and private partners, Res Artis came for the first time to Montréal for its annual convention. This is
the largest network of artist residencies in the world. On the program: the identification of the issues and the context of
contemporary art creation by drawing up an inventory of local experiences, and the current state of artist residencies in
the Americas. Established in 1993, Res Artis is made up of more than 200 artist-run centres, organizations and associations
in 50 countries.

Cercle carré

A Space for Creation, a Place to Live
Cercle carré is a community housing cooperative as unorthodox as its “square circle” appellation. Cercle carré
was inaugurated in November 2010 in Old Montréal, in
the heart of the Cité du multimédia. The complex enables
some 65 artists to not only live and work in one and the
same space but also have a place to show their work. The
project came to being with the support of the Groupe
CDH (Conseil en Développement de l’Habitation) and
the architectural firm Douglas Alford.

Cultural Tourism

Montréal, the Destination of Choice!
Montréal’s charms make it a first-rate travel destination for people from around the world. Thanks to its dynamic tourism
industry, the city stands apart from all others. In 2010, hotel occupancy increased by 13% in summer, no small feat. A
key component of this is cultural tourism, which is the centre of a bold development strategy. Tourism Montréal and its
partners are at work to strengthen the synergy between players in the cultural and tourism domains, to consolidate and
develop cultural experiences and possibilities for the greater enjoyment of our visitors... and our own citizens as well!
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Architecture

Beauty and Design Become Standard
The architectural competition for the future SaintLaurent borough library was won by the team of Cardinal
Hardy/Labonté Marcil/Éric Pelletier Architectes in consortium with SDK et associés inc./Leroux Beaudoin
Hurens et associés inc. Headed by Lise Bissonnette, the
selection jury noted appreciation for the idea of developing a veritable meeting place of cultures in a LEED
Gold-certified building. It will incorporate an exhibition
centre and the reserve collection of the Musée des maîtres
et artisans du Québec.

Agenda 21 for Culture

Integrating Culture with
Sustainable Development
In 2010, the government of Québec launched a collective
effort intended to result in the adoption of an Agenda 21
for Culture by the summer of 2011. It’s inspired by the two
international Agendas approved by the United Cities and
Local Governments (UCLG) association in 2004 and the
European Union in 2007. Québec also intends to uphold
the commitments it made by signing the UNESCO Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity. Four significant
organization leaders have joined in the process of transforming this into action: Simon Brault, chairman of Culture Montréal, Françoise Bertrand, CEO of the Fédération
des chambres de commerce du Québec, Christian Paire,
CEO of the Centre hospitalier de l’Université de Montréal
and Karel Mayrand, Québec director of the David Suzuki
Foundation.
In the same spirit, in the autumn of 2010, Montréal took
on the vice-presidency of the UCLG’s Culture Committee
along with the cities of Lille, Stockholm and Buenos Aires.
Composed of 50 cities, local governments and organizations from around the world, the Committee is headed
by the City of Barcelona with the mission of elaborating
a program for 2011-2013 that “promotes culture as the
fourth mainstay of sustainable development through
international dissemination and local implementation
of Agenda 21 for Culture.”

The 375th Anniversary Bureau

Montréal Prepares for 2017
In 2017, Montréal will celebrate its 375th birthday. Seven
years away from the big event, which will also mark the
50th anniversary of Expo 67 and the 150th anniversary of
Canadian Confederation, ideas are pouring in, especially
from the citizenry. This eagerness to contribute to the dialogue is very important to the 375th Anniversary Bureau
created by Ville de Montréal, so much that it canvassed
community representatives to get a firm grasp on their
expectations. This first step preceded the elaboration of
the direction, principles and objectives for this landmark
year.

The Library Forum

New Clients, New Realities, New Libraries
At the Conference of the Library and Information Community of Québec, the Bibliothèques publiques de Montréal
held a day-long work session on the issues and trends involving the library of today. How to better understand and serve
the public? What will the library of the future look like? Will it become wholly virtual or will its brick-and-mortar shell
transform into a more “lively” venue? How to develop libraries “outside of their walls”? Questions such as these were
approached by the 300 participants and guest speakers from Québec and France.
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Montréal Is ... United.
Our creative artists are attuned
to the community
around them, and play a role in it.

AT@MTL

Montréal meets Abitibi-Témiscamingue
and ... Culture Wins!
Sixty artists from the Abitibi-Témiscamingue region invited Montréalers to experience their work, among them
Samian and Raôul Duguay. In the course of the twomonth AT@MTL event sponsored by the Accès culture
network, 27 programs of visual art, stories, song, music,
cinema and theatre were offered in 16 city boroughs. In
order to convey the lively culture of the region, director
Dominic Leclerc portrayed its cultural sector in the short
film Entre l’épinette et la licorne (Between the Spruce and
the Unicorn), showing the people’s attachment to their
community and history.
To keep the visit of these artists close to Montréal’s heart,
the City acquired works by Martine Savard of RouynNoranda for its art collection.

SOS Devoirs

A Fun and Interactive, Brand-New Homework Help Service
Yes, homework can be fun! Launched in May 2010 at the Côte-des-Neiges Library, SOS Devoirs is a Web tool for
schoolchildren aged 6 to 12. SOS Devoirs offers a large repertoire of close to a hundred subjects. Young students can find
support on this learning companion site for their research and the exploration of technology in an enjoyable way. It also
gives them the opportunity to become active contributors by allowing them to make comments and even recommend
books and other information sources.
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HaIti

Never Forget!
The first concert of the season for the Orchestre symphonique de Montréal under Maestro Kent Nagano was
dedicated to the people of Haiti. Hosted by Luck Mervil
on the Parterre of the Quartier des spectacles with more
than 10,000 in attendance, the mood was at once excited and emotional. Dany Laferrière, Marie-Josée Lord
and Cirque Éloize all took part in the show of solidarity
with the Haitian people. The show, directed by Denis
Bouchard, also acted as a fundraiser for the country’s
reconstruction efforts.
In the aftermath of the Haitian catastrophe, the HAÏTI À
VIF – Quinze photojournalistes québécois témoignent du
12/01 sur le vif et après-coup was a vibrant testimony of
the days following the earthquake. A brainchild of photographer Normand Blouin, the exhibition was organized by commissioner Emmanuel Galland and opened
during World Press Photo 10. The event was made possible when 15 photojournalists waived their fees and
offered prints for exhibition at Maison d’Haïti and a tour of
Québec... helping to ensure the earthquake would not
be forgotten.

The participating photographers
_ Benoit Aquin
_ Martin Beaulieu
_ Normand Blouin
_ David Boily (La Presse)
_ Martin Bouffard (Rue Frontenac)
_ Phil Carpenter (The Gazette)
_ Martin Chamberland (La Presse)
_ Ivanoh Demers (La Presse)
_ Natasha Fillion
_ John Kenney (The Gazette)
_ Roger Lemoyne
_ Allen McInnis (The Gazette)
_ François Pesant
_ Renaud Philippe
_ Patrick Sanfaçon (La Presse)
_ Emmanuel Galland, commissioner

Saguenay–Montréal Studio Workshops

Artistic Networking: Building Cultural Bridges
The goal was to promote artist mobility and the exchange of ideas in the creative application of digital art and new media.
So the Conseil des arts et des lettres du Québec, Conseil des arts de Montréal and Conseil des arts de Saguenay joined
forces to build a bridge between the artistic communities of the metropolis and the town of Saguenay. The first two
Saguenay–Montréal Studio Workshop residencies went to the 2010 competition winners, Saguenay artists Karine Côté
and Malina Cailean.
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Grands Ballets Canadiens de Montréal

The First Nutcracker Market:
Shopping for the Benefit of the Arts
A new Christmas tradition is born! Set up by Les Grands
Ballets Canadiens de Montréal (GBCM) with the patronage of the Board of Trade of Metropolitan Montréal, the
first Nutcracker Market was held in December at Palais
des congrès de Montréal. This Christmas season market
with a philanthropic heart saw 70 exhibitors display their
wares, and some 12,000 holiday shoppers buying goods
with some proceeds going to the Nutcracker Fund for
Children as well as the annual Nutcracker production itself.

Montréal, Cultural Metropolis

A Shared Identity, a Shared Commitment
Montréal, Cultural Metropolis: one goal, one project, one shared reality. Our identity is that of
Montréal culture itself: dynamic, daring and bursting with potential. It is an identity, designed
by Samarkand, open for adoption by all our cultural players, so they may show that they are
an integral part of this inclusive common project called Action Plan 2007-2017 – Montréal,
Cultural Metropolis.
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Chapelle historique du Bon-Pasteur

Committing to the Survival of
a Unique Institution
With a new Board of Directors in place, the Chapelle historique du Bon-Pasteur Foundation looks to the future.
The new board is populated with active and committed
members who are determined to support the Chapelle
and its activities. Notable amongst these will be the commissioning of original works and the acquisition of instruments.
Concerts, national and international competitions, conferences, public rehearsals, performance workshops and
master classes… Over the years, the Chapelle historique
du Bon-Pasteur has attracted music lovers who appreciate diversity in programming.

Neuf maillons...

A Gift to All Montréalers
You can see it all the way from the Jacques-Cartier Bridge. Forged in aluminum by industrial designer Michel Dallaire, it’s
an enormous chain rising over 15 metres above the ground. Simply monumental. Installed on boulevard De Maisonneuve
in front of Carrefour financier solidaire (which houses the head office of Fondaction), it marks the 15th anniversary of the
Fonds de travailleurs and stands as a gift to all Montréalers.
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Montréal Is ... Radiant.
Though often far from their sight,
Montréal is never far from their minds…
These great artists who circle the
globe are our greatest ambassadors.

Montréal-Shanghai

In the Midst of the World Fair,
a Celebration of Friendship
The cities of Montréal and Shanghai have maintained a
close relationship for 25 years. As one of 50 cities selected
for participation in the World Expo 2010 Shanghai, Ville
de Montréal was one of only two North American cities
(Vancouver was the other) to be present at this major
event.
Highlights of Montréal’s Involvement in Shanghai
_ Designed by gsmprjct°, the Espace Montréal pavilion
told some 750,000 visitors the story of the Saint-Michel
Environmental Complex and its technological innovations, a remarkable feat of sustainable development
and urban renewal.
_ Inspired by the animated film by Frédéric Back, the
Montréal mosaiculture The Man Who Planted Trees was
magnificently constructed by Mosaïcultures internationales de Montréal, and installed on the Expo site.
_ The signing of the two cities’ memorandum of friendship notably included the three-year renewal of the
agreement between Montréal’s public library system
and the Shanghai Library. The institutions will therefore
exchange technical and professional expertise related
to library management and development, but also the
promotion of culture.
_ On Montréal Day, May 14, 2010, Tourism Montréal
presented a program featuring circus and street arts,
and contemporary music and art. Included on the
program was the show 11,373 km to Celebrate Friendship by Cirque Éloize and RENAUD Architecture
d’événements, an opportunity for people to experience a Montréal-style celebration; Opus Montréal, a
musical trip around the world performed by Montréal
violinist Angèle Dubeau accompanied by La Pietà;
and Montréal Art Contemporain, an exhibition of modern artwork by fifteen Montréal artists in a downtown
Shanghai shopping mall, organized by the Association
des galeries d’art contemporain de Montréal (AGAC)
and Art Souterrain.
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Arcade Fire

2010 Paves the Way to the Grammys
Wherever Arcade Fire goes around the world, the group never misses a chance to tell one and all that they come from
Montréal. Over the years, the indie rock band has built its success without compromising its artistry, and is as fierce and
formidable as a hometown ambassador. Members of Arcade Fire have performed with the great ones: David Bowie, David
Byrne, U2 and Bruce Springsteen. With surprise concerts and viral Web campaigns, Arcade Fire has earned faithful fans
all over the planet, earning them the Best Album of the Year Grammy for 2010 for its latest work The Suburbs.

Biennale di Venezia

Montréal Dancers and Choreographers
Stir Minds and Move Hearts
Character, confidence, innovation … and creativity. Montréal contemporary dance was a source of joy
in Venice last spring. The 7th international festival of
contemporary dance, part of the Venice Biennale, welcomed a delegation of dancers and choreographers from
Montréal. Using the theme Capturing Emotions, four
well-known companies—Les Grands Ballets Canadiens
de Montréal, Compagnie Marie Chouinard, José Navas/
Compagnie Flak and Daniel Léveillé Danse—gave
twelve performances.
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Cinema

International Recognition
for Our Films

Barney’s Version
Also premiering at the 67th Venice International Film
Festival, the film adaptation of the book by Montréal author Mordecai Richler (1931-2001) earned a number of
awards and nominations including:

Over the past year, Montréal filmmakers and productions
received a significant amount of international attention.
With several awards and nominations to their credit since
premiering on the big screen, three films stand out for
special mention:

_ The Golden Globe Best Actor Award for Paul Giamatti;
_ Selection for official competition at the Venice Festival;

Incendies
This work by Denis Villeneuve saw its world premiere at
the 67th Venice International Film Festival, and was one
of five nominees for the Best Foreign Language Academy
Award at the 83rd Oscars. And that wasn’t all in 2010:

_ Nominations at the Oscars and the London Film Critics
Circle Awards.
Heartbeats
Xavier Dolan, at the tender age of twenty, continues to
amaze film lovers. On the heels of I killed my mother, his
next film Heartbeats is also gaining attention, and awards
such as:

_ Best Canadian Film — 35th Toronto International Film
Festival;
_ Jury Grand Prize — 26th Warsaw Film Festival;

_ The Prix Regards jeunes (Youth Award) at the Cannes
Festival;

_ Public Prize — 25th Festival international du film
francophone de Namur (Belgium).

_ The MovieSquad Youth Jury Award at the Rotterdam
Film Festival;

In addition to its critical success, Incendies enjoyed massive public appreciation in Québec, ranking second in
box office receipts after just three weekends.

_ Nomination for a second year running at the Cannes
Festival.
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Festival Nuits sonores in Lyon

Carte blanche for Montréal
In May, the sounds of Montréal cut through the night
in Lyon, France, at its 8th Nuits sonores Festival. Devoted
to indie and electronic music and culture, the festival is
considered the most important of its kind in l’Hexagone
and one of Europe’s major events. Given carte blanche
by festival organizers, POP Montréal, along with MEG,
Mutek, Piknic Electronik, Electra, and Fringe, presented
a variety of Montréal musical, video and visual arts groups.

The International Festival of Films on Art

The Louvre in Paris, the Tate Modern in London…
a Most Prestigious World Tour
It is the most important films-on-art event in the world, and its home is Montréal. The Festival international du film sur
l’art (FIFA) has an international following because, for several years, it has showcased its award-winners on world tours. In
2010, the major winners of the 28th FIFA were screened at the Louvre and, for the first time, at the Tate Modern in London
before moving on to New York and Boston. This scheme keeps the festival near and dear to its international public. FIFA
founder and director René Rozon accompanies people involved in the featured films on the tour to meet with fans as well
as representatives of institutions and cultural organizations in order to build future bridges. 2010 brought unprecedented
success for the festival, with attendance up about 16%.
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Les Belles-Sœurs

The Cult Play Is Still a Hit
… in Words and in Song
Montréal. The Plateau. Michel Tremblay and Les BellesSœurs. It is the essence of Montréal itself, as portrayed in
the best-known and most-played Québec theatre piece
in the world. More than 40 years after its stage creation,
the musical adaptation of Belles-Sœurs scored success
in 2010. Performing to sold-out houses in Montréal,
the Carrefour international de théâtre de Québec and
all summer at the Centre culturel de Joliette, the show
earned René-Richard Cyr the 2010 Félix for Director
of the Year at the ADISQ Gala. This latest success has
led to a rediscovery of Michel Tremblay and his masterpiece which essentially opened the floodgates of original
Québec theatre.

Festival du nouveau cinéma

Festival Scope Brings New International Exposure
The Festival du nouveau cinéma (FNC) now lives on the World Wide Web. An association with Festival Scope, the new
Internet platform for film professionals only, offering online access to the world’s film festivals, means the world is now
at FNC’s door. Entries in the international competition and the Temps Zéro and Focus Québec/Canada sections are now
available for viewing online. The goal of the partnership is to allow festival programmers and international buyers to
discover and acquire new films. It also provides FNC with a new promotional tool for its line-up of independent films.
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Commerce Design Montréal

Montréal Sends Its Best Ideas Abroad
It was born in 1994 in Montréal. It has since been adopted
by at least ten cities in North America and Europe. The
Commerce Design Montréal Competition continues to
attract keen interest around the world. In 2010 alone, the
French cities of Nantes and Toulon have signed agreements with Montréal for the concept.

International Competition

The Cities of Design Show
Pride and Personality
The first joint project of the seven UNESCO Cities of
Design—Berlin, Buenos Aires, Kobe, Montréal, Nagoya,
Shanghai and Shenzhen—generated keen interest from
designers. The CODE International Poster Competition
asked design artists to define the “genetic CODE” of a
UNESCO City of Design while showing each city’s unique
character. A city’s visual identity was to be evaluated
through the criteria of originality, design creativity, solid
design principles and pertinence, as well as being in line
with the competition’s theme. The entry also had to be
adaptable in whole or in part to other applications, formats or products. The Montréal competition winner was
graphic designer Serge Côté while FEED also won with its
concept for the city of Kobe. A total of 807 poster entries
were received from the 7 participating cities.

Advertising

MTL NY and NY MTL
Montréal creativity made an impact in New York last autumn. Climbing aboard a flashy bus decorated with a MTL NY
logo designed by the Sid Lee agency, a delegation of 13 Montréal ad agencies, accompanied by the Mayor, went down to
Advertising Week—the biggest publicity event in the USA. The mission saw New Yorkers take in a performance by Cirque
du Soleil and Moment Factory in Central Park and enjoy From Quebec in New York City, a three-week showcase of some
70 creations by 36 designers at Relative Space on Bond Street.
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Suzanne Lebeau, François-Marc Gagnon, William (Bill) Vazan: Prix du Québec
2010 _ Charles Lapointe: Lifetime Achievement Award from the National
Awards for Tourism Excellence _ Yannick Nézet-Séguin: Person of the Year
— Arts, Literature and Performance La Presse and Radio-Canada _ Cœur de
pirate: Victoire de la musique — Original Song of the Year _ Yvon Deschamps:
Grand Montréalais (Great MontrEaler) _ Perrine Leblanc for L’Homme blanc:
Grand Prix du livre de Montréal _ Karina Guévin: Prix François-Houdé _ Alana
Riley: Prix Pierre-Ayot _ Valérie Blass: Prix Louis-Comtois _ TAMALOU: Prix PaulBuissonneau _ Théâtre de L’Aubergine: Prix réseau Accès culture _ Hervé
Bouchard and Janice Nadeau for Harvey, Comment je suis devenu invisible:
Prix du livre jeunesse des bibliothèques de Montréal _ Gérard Le Chêne: Abe
Limonchik Intercultural Award — individual _ Elektra (ACREQ) and MUTEK
(digital arts) ex æquo: 25th Grand Prix du Conseil des arts de Montréal _
Théâtre Aux Écuries: Prix de la relève — Caisse de la Culture _ Rômmel Ribeiro:
Prix de la diversité _ Raymonde April: Les Elles de l’art — Pratt & Whitney
Canada Prizes _ Annie Roy and Pierre Allard of ATSA: Nature de l’art — Pratt &
Whitney Canada Prizes _ Société de musique contemporaine du Québec for La

porte du ciel: Prix Opus du Concert de l’année — Montréal _ Ensemble Caprice
for its concert Vivaldi et les gitans: Le choix du public du CAM en tournée _
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Mouna Andraos and Melissa Mongiat: Phyllis Lambert Design Montréal Grant _
Serge Côté: CODE Grand Prize Montréal _ FEED: CODE Grand Prize Kobé _ Espace
XXX-XXX-000
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